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Luxembourg Light Nights
8, 9 and 10 December 2016 in Luxembourg
The City of Luxembourg and the Luxembourg City Tourist Office invite you to discover the
Luxembourg Light Nights on Thursday 8th, Friday 9th and Saturday 10th of December 2016.
For the second edition Luxembourgish artists will present a real opera of light, sound and
special effects transforming the outside of the buildings into illuminated, captivating and
magical scenes at three different places of the Luxembourg capital.
Forecourt of the Grand-Ducal Palace
125 years of the Luxembourg-Nassau dynasty
This 3D show was created as part of the closing of the celebrations for the 125 years of the
Luxembourg-Nassau dynasty. For the occasion, the artist had access to images and
documents from the Grand Duc’s archives, the National Archives and the National Audiovisual Centre (Centre National de l'Audiovisuel).
Projection vidéo 3D
Realisation: Beryl Koltz
Design: Urban Screen
Music: André Dziezuk
Forecourt of the National Library Luxembourg
Melting Session 8 goes ‘live’. For this new creation, video-mapping is reinvented every night
live to the rhythms of musicians and DJs.
This virtual odyssey takes us on a discovery of hidden heritage treasures from the National
Archives and those valuable ones from the National Library of Luxembourg. The history of
the building - five centuries old - as well as the future construction in Kirchberg are part of the
set design.
Melting Session 8 Paul Schumacher aka Melting Pol
Video projection:
Live video & mapping: Melting Pol (Paul Schumacher)
Musical programming:
18h00 : DJ Deeproot aka Steve Riot
19h00: D'Lompekréimer
19h45: Sermeq feat. MiM
20h30: All Reitz reserved
21h00: André Mergenthaler
21h45: DJ Deeproot aka Steve Riot
Video assistant: Paulo Bras Morgado
Cité Judiciaire

Three projections will run successively:
Cronos
With Cronos we evolve in a singular and graphic environment, like a reflection of the
universe. From birth to the appearance of mankind to the exploration of space… One
question remains: what will be found there?
3D video projection immersive at 270°. Sound 5.1.
Production: Steve Gerges
Original music: Max Roger
Souvenir du réel
In this kaleidoscopic dream, the flow of sounds and images decorates the buildings of the
‘cité judiciaire‘, which transform into a vast scenography. Sandy Flinto proposes a journey
into urban space from archive images. Component and going back over the decades, time is
rewound to an imaginery space. The sound universe created by Pierrick Grobéty consists of
transformed and fragmented records, which express temporality and serve as conductor to a
visual frame.
Visual: Sandy Flinto
Soundscape: Pierrick Grobéty
Intersection
The project deals with the topic ‘space and time’ as seen through the eyes of adolescents
and takes the form of a short film telling the story of a boy and a girl who go out for the
evening. One of the buildings will show the point of view of the boy and the other the point of
view of the girl.
The film is punctuated by visual passages based on themes from nature and space, which
will be used to narrate and will enable a better understanding of certain scenes or to replace
dialogue. (For example: in the bar the boy approaches the girl, a moment later the two
screens show the courtship of the peacock).
A creation from the students of the 14th grade - BTS Cinéma et Audiovisuel from the LTAM,
Lycée des Arts et Métiers de Luxembourg.
Luxembourg Light Nights – practical information
from 18 h to 23 h except on Thursday 8 December for the opening, the projection in
front of the Grand-Ducal Palace will begin at 19.45 h.
As part of the celebrations for the 125 years of the Luxembourg-Nassau dynasty, a visit of
the Grand Ducal Family to the Luxembourg Light Nights and to the Christmas village near
the skating rink at Place Guillaume Square is scheduled.
Entry is free.
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